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º;OLOPZ[VYPJLJVUVTPJHUKWO`ZPJHSYLSH[PVUZOPW^P[O[OLYP]LYOHZKLÄULK
Govan throughout the centuries and with it Water Row, which since ancient
times has been a fording point of the River Clyde, before also becoming the
location of many of the shipyards that dominated the Clyde from the mid 18th
to 19th century.’
The Water Row Design Framework, October 2017.
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‘Govan is home a large number of groups and stakeholders, including the
general public, who have an interest in, and make a contribution towards
the area’s continuing development. In keeping with the grass-roots, placeTHRPUNHWWYVHJO[OH[OHZ[`WPÄLK.V]HU»ZYLUHPZZHUJLV]LY[OLSHZ[[LU
years, the masterplan study was to be developed through an intensely
participative and design-led process that continues the strong local tradition
of partnership working and collaboration.’
Brief, Water Row Masterplan, Water Row Steering Group 2017
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Introduction
This report, prepared by Collective Architecture and consultant
team, outlines the process and design for a Masterplan for Water
Row. The study was commissioned by the Water Row Steering
Group (Central Govan Action Plan, Glasgow City Council and Govan
Housing Association) in December 2017 and completed in July
2018.
Water Row is one of the most exciting development sites in
Glasgow at this present time. Successive planning documents and
studies over the last decade acknowledge the site’s pivotal role in
determining both the upward trajectory of Govan’s recovery and the
inspiring transformation of the city’s waterfront. These are outlined
in more detail within pages 16 and 17.
The overall aim of this study is to produce an ambitious, deliverable
masterplan that will create a vibrant neighbourhood at Water Row.
The proposals seek to put Govan ‘back on the map’ by taking
advantage of the site’s central location at the heart of Govan Town
Centre, its link to the Clyde Waterfront and improved connectivity as
HYLZ\S[VM[OLWSHUULK.V]HU[V7HY[PJR)YPKNL^OPJOVќLYZVU^HYK
travel connections via Glasgow City Council’s City Deal 1.)
The masterplan has been developed via an innovative, collaborative,
design-led approach with intensive local stakeholder involvement.
Chapters 02-03 set out the project background and context.
Chapter 04 describes the process of co-creation and engagement
that took place during the development of the masterplan.
Chapters 05 and 06 outline the key masterplan principles and
design approach. Chapter 07 provides more detail regarding
potential implementation matters (such as costs, structure, energy)
and Chapter 08 outlines next steps and recommendations.
Appendices provide enhanced information relating to key issues
noted within the report.
Site development model during Consultation Event, Collective Architecture, May 2018

1. The Glasgow City Region City Deal is a £1 billion investment project to fund major
infrastructure projects; create thousands of new jobs and assist thousands of unemployed
people back to work; improve public transport and connectivity; drive business innovation
and growth and generate billions of pounds of private sector investment..
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Masterplan Aims and Objectives

• Deliver a *P[`^PKLÅHNZOPWWYVQLJ[ that puts Govan ‘back on the map’
• Ensure that .V]HUHUKP[ZJVTT\UP[` are at the heart of the masterplan and its development
• Undertake a collaborative, design led approach withJVJYLH[PVUHUKZ[HRLOVSKLY^VYRPUNat the centre of the design process.
• Create an exceptional place that is rooted in its OPZ[VYPJHUKYP]LYZPKLJVU[L_[
• Develop a ]PIYHU[UL^ULPNOOV\YOVVKcombining residential and commercial use in a holistic and sustainable way
• Ensure those living within and around the site are treated with MHPYULZZHUKYLZWLJ[
• Deliver an L_LTWSHYLULYN`Z[YH[LN`that optimises natural resources and site context
• Create a WVZP[P]LYLSH[PVUZOPW^P[O[OL9P]LY*S`KL, new development and shared open space to enhance the quality of life for local
residents and visitors to Govan.
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Project Brief
Govan Housing Association, in partnership with Glasgow
City Council and Central Govan Action Plan commissioned a
comprehensive masterplan for Water Row in Govan, Glasgow. The
L_HJ[\ZLHUKKLUZP[`VM[OLTHZ[LYWSHU^HZUV[M\SS`KLÄULKMYVT
[OLV\[ZL[0UZ[LHK[OLIYPLMPKLU[PÄLK[OLULLKMVYHWWYV_PTH[LS`
UL^LULYN`LѝJPLU[HќVYKHISLOV\ZPUNJVTT\UP[`
controlled commercial space and associated high quality public
realm in and around Water Row.
The brief stated that the masterplan should seek to reposition
Govan as a popular, sought after riverside town within the city
and, as a direct result, help reduce the inequalities and deprivation
experienced by the existing Govan community. The development
of Water Row should create a lively focal point for the riverside
town with a mix of commercial, civic economy, community, leisure
and residential uses. Water Row should be at the heart of Govan’s
community life, a hub for social enterprise, a magnet for visitors and
a key location at the heart of the proposed Innovation District.
The brief clearly stated that the masterplan should capitalise on
the existing cultural and physical assets to create a mixed use
neighbourhood that seamlessly integrates with and respects the
physicality and heritage of the surrounding town centre area,
whilst encouraging uses and activity that demonstrably add to the
economic and social vitality of the Govan community.

º0UVYKLY[VLUZ\YL[OLLќLJ[P]LULZZHUKYLZPSPLUJLVMYLNLULYH[PVU
strategies, it is vital to involve local communities in a meaningful
participation with the transformation process, through which a new
sense of identity and belonging can be established.’
The Water Row Design Framework, October 2017.

View to Water Row, Govan across the River Clyde from Riverside Museum, Collective Architecture 2018

The brief also stated that the Water Row neighbourhood must be
an outstanding example of holistically sustainable urban design
HUKHWSHJLZWLJPÄJYLZWVUZL[OH[OHYIV\YZH[OYP]PUNYLZPKLU[PHS
community and resilient micro-economies.
At the start of the masterplan process, the architect and Steering
Group established a series of Aims and Objectives, (outlined
overleaf), which set out the key issues against which any developing
masterplan could be measured throughout its duration.
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Policy and advice
The masterplan has taken cognisance
of key Scottish Government and Local
Government policy documents.
Those of particular relevance are noted
here.

Place Standard

The Place Standard tool
provides a simple framework
to structure conversations
about place. It allows you
to think about the physical
elements of a place as well as
the social aspects.

Scottish Planning Policy
Statement of the Scottish
Government’s policy on
nationally important land
use planning matters. This
places Planning in the
wider context of Scottish
Government’s aims and
JSHYPÄLZ[OL.V]LYUTLU[»Z
expectations of the system
and planning services.
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.SHZNV^»Z(ќVYKHISL
Housing Standard

The Glasgow Standard

This contains key advice and
information covering all parts
of the development process.
Its purpose is to be as clear
as possible on key statutory
consent issues, such as
planning, so that conversations
focus on main concerns
and complete sooner.

Part of a suite of documents
setting out how Glasgow will
contribute to the delivery of
7,500 new houses as part of
the Scottish Government’s
More Homes Scotland target
by 2021. It is an interim
standard to provide some
clarity around the information
and standards expected.

Equally Well

SuDs for Roads

This Scottish Government
HUK5/:IYPLÄUNMVJ\ZLZ
on socioeconomic
inequalities that exist in
Scottish communities and
OV^[OL`HќLJ[WVW\SH[PVU
health. Examples include
access to education, labour
markets, health, housing and
environmental quality.

SUDS for Roads is intended
to further advance our
knowledge of the interaction
between roads and drainage
within an urban context
where roads are now
multifunctional. The purpose
of the document is to guide
the reader through the design
of roads incorporating SuDS.

Greenspace Quality Guide

The Greenspace Quality Guide has
been prepared to assist those involved
in greenspace planning to share and
better understand best practice in
developing a co-ordinated approach
to greenspace provision based on a
Greenspace Strategy.

Green Infrastructure Policy

Builds on and interprets the guidance
set out in Designing Streets, taking
cognisance of the City’s physical context
and policy requirements, to assist in
the delivery of better designed new
residential areas.

Glasgow City Development Plan

Glasgow City Development Plan was
adopted on 29 March 2017. It sets
out the Council’s land use strategy and
provides the basis for assessing planning
applications. Glasgow City Development
Plan should be read in conjunction
with the Glasgow and the Clyde Valley
Strategic Development Plan and relevant
statutory supplementary guidance.

Designing Streets

Designing Streets was implemented
as a policy document by the Scottish
Government in 2010. It aims to
place people before the movement of
motor vehicles and represents a step
change in established practices in
street design.
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Policy and Guidance
.SHZNV^*P[`*V\UJPSPKLU[PÄLK[OLULLKMVYH>H[LY9V^4HZ[LYWSHU
to be developed, in support of Glasgow’s City Development Plan.
Any future proposals are to be supported by The Clyde Plan,
Metropolitan Glasgow Strategic Drainage Plan, Clyde Area Management Plan, Glasgow City Development Plan, Govan Partick
Strategic Development Framework, Central Govan Action Plan,
Govan Cross Townscape Heritage Initiative, Govan Conservation
Area Appraisal and Management Plan.
Furthermore, new developments should aspire to achieve the six
X\HSP[PLZ VM WSHJL HZ KLÄULK PU KYHM[ :JV[[PZO 7SHUUPUN 7VSPJ` HUK
reinforced by ‘Creating Places’ and ‘Designing Streets’.
The Clyde Plan is the current Strategic Development Plan which was
W\ISPZOLK PU 1\S`  ;OL WSHU PKLU[PÄLZ [OL 9P]LY *S`KL HUK [OL
Clyde Waterfront as key areas for development with particular focus
on Govan and Partick amongst others.
The Scottish Government’s ‘Green Infrastructure, design and
placemaking’ document builds on previous policy documents
including ‘Designing Streets’ and Designing Places’. It provides
valuable advice on how to incorporate green infrastructure into
masterplans and developments (which are described in more detail
overleaf).

‘Green infrastructure should be thought about at every scale of planning,
from the strategic framework right down through neighbourhoods and within
Z[YLL[Z[V[OLPUKP]PK\HSOV\ZLVYÅH[»
Green Infrastructure Policy 2011
p 11

View to Govan Old and existing housing from River Clyde by ???
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Context
Site within Glasgow
Project Background/Previous Studies
Proposed Bridge and Ferry Crossings
Clyde Waterfront
Recent Govan Developments
Govan Resource Mapping

‘The Imagine Govan Manifesto .... sets out a “whole-place approach”.
It outlines the priorities for actions by CGAP (Central Govan Action Plan) and
others over the next decade, setting out a programme to create a prosperous
sustainable community by encouraging more people to choose Govan as a
WSHJL[VSP]L^VYRHUK]PZP[HUKLUZ\YPUN[OH[SVJHSWLVWSL^PSSILULÄ[MYVT
new jobs and a better quality of life. I
‘Imagine Govan’ Manifesto, June 2017
p 13
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Site within Glasgow
Water Row, and the proposed site, is located within Govan’s
Town Centre. It is both physically and historically connected to
Glasgow by the River Clyde water front and Govan’s town centre.
Govan Town Centre is located immediately to the south of the
River Clyde, bounded by the M8 at its most southern edge. The
Water Row site itself sits immediately adjacent to the SPT Govan
underground station and key bus routes into the City Centre via
the Govan Interchange.
The proposed site overlooks Glasgow’s Riverside Museum,
which has become one of Glasgow’s key local and tourist centres
attracting over 1.3m visitors per year.
;OLZP[L»ZZPNUPÄJHUJLPU[OLKL]LSVWTLU[VM.SHZNV^»Z*P[`7SHU
is also critical to the proposed masterplan. It is one of the key
strategic priority sites connecting Glasgow West to Glasgow
South and key part of the wider Glasgow City River Strategy.
Importantly, Glasgow City Council is developing plans for a new
pedestrian and cycle bridge connecting Govan and Bellahouston
to Partick and the West End.
The City’s developing Digital and Media district is located to
the East of Govan and is home to Scotland’s BBC and STV
Headquarters. The SECC and Hydro are located nearby to the
opposite side of the River.
(LYPHS=PL^VM9P]LY*S`KLHUK>H[LY9V^.V]HU.SHZNV^]PH*HUTVYL  ^P[OZP[LPKLU[PÄLKPUYLK

The recently built Queen Elizabeth Hospital sits to the East of the
site and is readily accessed via bus, cycle and on foot.
Ibrox Stadium is to located to the South of the site and within
ready walking distance of both Govan and Ibrox underground
stations.
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Govan Central Action Plan, 2006

Desk top Study for Govan HA, 2018
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Water Row Design Framework, October 2017

Govan Conservation Appraisal, 2008

Archeological Evaluation, 2007

Study, Austin Smith Lord Architects, 2007

Govan-Partick Charette, May 20165

Imagine Govan Manifesto, June 2017

Govan as a Thriving Place, May 2016
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Previous Studies and Reports
;OPZZ[\K`I\PSKZVUHU\TILYVMZPNUPÄJHU[WYL]PV\ZYLWVY[Z
projects and strategies carried out by Govan Central Action Plan
(CGAP) and other stakeholders. These include Govan to Partick
Design Charrette (2016), The Water Row Design Framework (2017),
the Govan Conservation Area Appraisal and Management Plan
(2016). The team has also referred to previous older studies such
as the Design Study by Austin Smith Lord Architects (2007) and the
Archeological Evaluation (2007).
The Govan-Partick Charette highlighted the opportunities provided
to both areas by linking the Botanics in Glasgow’s West End to
Bellahouton Park to the South through the introduction of new
infrastructure including a new pedestrian and cycle bridge across
the Clyde.
Since 2006, a programme of physical regeneration led by the CGAP
Partnership (CGAP) has achieved notable success improving the
quality and sustainability of the Govan town centre: providing new
housing and business space as well as enhancements to traditional
buildings, shopfronts and public space.
The Imagine Govan Manifesto (2017) reasserted the pivotal
importance of Water Row to Govan’s future prosperity.
In addition to this Glasgow City Council, via Govan Housing
Association, has provided the opportunity to bring forward new
OVTLZMVYHќVYKHISLYLU[HZWHY[VMHSHYNLYTP_LK\ZLKL]LSVWTLU[
within Govan at Water Row.
The proposals made in this report take cognisance of the work
contained with previous studies along with the new opportunities
presented by the project partners and local stakeholders.

Extract from Govan Partick Charrette by Barton Wilmore Architects, 2016
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View looking West along the River Clyde overlooking Riverside Museum, Ferry Crossing and proposed bridge crossing to Water Row. Image by Orange Thistle Photography

p 18

02
Proposed Bridge and Ferry Crossings
One of the key outcomes of the Govan-Partick Charette in
May 2015 was the introduction of a bridge link to connect the
communities of Govan and Patrick.
Proposals for a new pedestrian bridge linking Water Row to the
north bank and onwards to Partick are now being developed
through Glasgow’s City Deal.
The planned Partick Govan Link Bridge will physically connect the
North and South banks of the river, creating a new focal point and
destination at each bridge landing point with the opportunity to
enhance the quality and use the public realm. It will breathe new life
into Water Row, reinforce Govan’s historic importance and increase
movement and access to and from the area.

Artists’ impression of proposed bridge by CH2M

The transformative potential of the proposed new bridge for Govan
is therefore not to be under-estimated. It will greatly improve
connections, bring more people to and from Govan and reinforce
the area’s position within Glasgow at large. Links to the West
End and key employment centres will be greatly improved and will
encourage future commercial and residential opportunities within
Govan.
The masterplan team collaborated with the proposed bridge
development team (CH2M) to consider how the new bridge’s
landing point and surrounding landscape might be designed and
developed to integrate with the new public realm, buildings and
*S`KL>H[LYMYVU[;OLÄUHSWYVWVZHSZHYLV\[SPULKPUTVYLKL[HPS
later in this report.

)YPKNL0U[LNYH[PVU4LL[PUNZOLSKH[.SHZNV^*P[`*V\UJPS6ѝJLZK\YPUN4HZ[LYWSHUKL]LSVWTLU[
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Public Realm Improvements to Govan Cross by Central Govan Action Plan 2011

Public Realm Improvements proposed to Govan Road, Pearce Lane by Govan Central Action Plan 2018

Recent Housing Development by Anderson Bell Christie Architects for Govan Housing Association, 2015

Recent Housing Development by DO-Architecture for Govan Housing Association, 2014

p 20

02
Govan and Recent Developments
Over the past 15 years there have been a number of developments,
initiatives and activities within and around Water Row led by Central
Govan Action Plan (CGAP) and other local organisations, which
have enhanced the physical and socioeconomic environment.
Examples include new housing by Govan Housing Association
from Govan Road to Golspie Street, new housing by Beild Housing
Association at Pearce Lane, improvements to Govan Transport
Interchanges and public realm works to Govan Cross/Water
Row/Clyde Walkway. Other projects include Govan Workspace
commercial projects at Six Harmony Row, Elderpark Workspace
and Alexander Stephen House, plus key cultural initiatives such as
-PST*P[`.V]HU6SKHUK-HPYÄLSK4\ZL\T

Govan Conservation Area Improvements Display, Govan Old, December 2017

‘ Since 2006, a programme of physical regeneration led by the
CGAP Partnership (CGAP) has achieved notable success improving
the quality and sustainability of the Govan town centre: providing
new housing and business space as well as enhancements to
traditional buildings, shop-fronts and public space. Water Row,
HS[OV\NOPKLU[PÄLKPU*.(7HZHWYPTLKL]LSVWTLU[ZP[LOHZ
remained moribund and under-utilised during this period - a mix of
vacant land, a temporary car-park and two showpeople sites. The
Imagine Govan Manifesto (2017) reasserts the pivotal importance of
the site’s development to Govan’s future prosperity.‘
Central Govan Action Plan Website
p 21

View looking towards Govan Cross along Water Row from the Clyde Walkway, Collective Architecture 2018
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03
Existing Site
Site within Govan
Site Context
Site Extent and Boundaries
Historic Mapping
Archaeology
Existing Residents and Neighbours

Govan is a remarkable place. Over the centuries it has enjoyed two periods of
NYLH[PTWVY[HUJL;OLYLJLU[LYHVMZPNUPÄJHUJL^OLU[OLUHTL.V]HU^HZ
synonymous with the Clyde-built shops, is the most familiar. But a millennium
LHYSPLY.V]HUMVYNLKHYLW\[H[PVUMYVTKPќLYLU[YH^TH[LYPHSZ!YV`HSWV^LY
and religious belief. During and after the Viking Age, Govan developed into
the centre of political authority’
‘Historic Govan’ by Chris Dalglish and Stephen T Driscoll 2009
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West

03
Site within Govan
Water Row sits at the heart of Central Govan overlooking the
River Clyde, Govan Cross, the Riverside Estate and Govan Old
Churchyard. It is also part of the Govan Conservation Area (extent
shown yellow dotted on diagram overleaf) and is prominently viewed
from the Riverside Museum and the River Clyde in both directions.
A number of key civic buildings and places are located in and
around the site. These include Elder Park, the Govan Interchange
(including bus and underground stations), Govan Shopping Centre
and the Pearce Institute.
The Govan Central Action Plan website captures the richness and
complexity of Govan in the following statement:

Govan Cross viewed from inside Cafe 13, Govan Road

Govan Stones, Old Church

Govan Interchange (Subway and Bus Station)

Riverside Museum and Glenlee Tall Ship

‘Govan is many things to many people: an ancient settlement; a
home to both the Vikings and the earliest Christian settlers and their
legacy of exquisite Dark Age carved stones; a seat of Kings during
the turbulent Kingdom of Strathclyde; a primitive fording point of
the River Clyde; a rural landscape of fertile farming lands, cottage
^LH]PUNPUK\Z[Y`HUKZHSTVUÄZOLYPLZPU[OLWYLPUK\Z[YPHSLYH"[OL
undisputed leader of the 19th century world’s shipbuilding industry,
with a workforce of unmatched prowess in the invention and
manufacture of great ships to grace the seas; a place of immense
wealth and exceptional architecture; the base of ‘Mrs Barbour’s
Army’ of women rent strikers, who together defended their homes
MYVT[OLZOLYPќVѝJLYZ^OPSZ[[OLPYTLUMV\NO[PU[OL.YLH[>HY"
a close knit tenement community; the scene of the Upper Clyde
:OPWI\PSKLY»Z¸^VYRPU¹[OH[KLÄLKH>LZ[TPUZ[LYNV]LYUTLU[HUK
asserted the working man’s inalienable “right to work”; the epicentre
of a catastrophic rupture caused by the end of heavy industry on
the Clyde; a place and community in a crushing spiral of decline; a
poverty statistic; the butt of Rab C jokes; an undesirable stereotype;
a resilient and spirited community; a historic place with unique and
desirable assets; a place and people with potential to regenerate.’
Govan Central Action Plan website ‘About Govan’.
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Site context and uses
*LU[YHS.V]HUPZOVTL[VH]HYPL[`VMKPќLYLU[I\PSKPUN\ZLZHUK
urban forms as illustrated in the diagram overleaf.
In terms of housing, there is a mixture of low rise homes within
Riverside Estate and Showpeople homes/workspace to Pearce
Street/Water Row with denser, tenemental blocks lining streets in
and around Govan Road.
A series of cultural buildings surround the site including the Pearce
Institute, Govan and Linthouse Church, Govan Old and the Lyceum
Cinema (no longer in use). Shop units line busy Govan Road and
smaller Burleigh Street with businesses such as Cafe 13, Greggs
Bakery and other retail units within the Govan Shopping Centre.
The Govan Interchange sits at a prominent location along Govan
Road connecting the site to the City Centre and wider Glasgow via
buses and underground network.

Govan Cross looking towards Water Row and The Clyde, Collective Architecture 2018

View along Govan Road to Shopping Arcade

The Pearce Institute and Govan Road
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Site Extent and Boundaries
The map overleaf outlined the extent of the proposed masterplan
(shown in red) which extends from the River Clyde to Govan Road
and from Napier Road to Govan Old.
The site is owned by Glasgow City Council other than a small area
of greenspace to the east of Napier Road owned by Glasgow
Housing Association.
The car park to the East of Water Row operates as an informal
park and ride to the Underground. The sites to the West of Water
Row are leased (in varying forms) to two independent Showpeople
families.
The masterplan boundary crosses Govan Road in recognition of
the key role played by both Govan Shopping Centre and Govan
Transport Interchange.
The yellow circle shown on the map overleaf indicates a 400mm
walking distance from the centre of Water Row to provide an
indication of comfortable pedestrian movement from and to the site.
View along Clyde Walkway looking towards Riverside Museum and SECC

View across Govan Cross to Govan and Linthouse Parish Church

View South along Water Row to Bank/Govan Road
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5IFFBSMZOFUXPSLPGSPVUFTPSAQBUITIBEBHSFBUJOnVFODF
on the subsequent townscape. In terms of settlement, there
were a cluster of buildings focussed on Govan Road and
8BUFS3PXXJUIJOmMMJOHEFWFMPQNFOUEFOTJGZJOHUIFBSFB
around the cross and to the east.

At the turn of the Century the structure of industrial
Govan was emerging. Large areas of riverside were
now occupied by shipbuilding; the grid street layout is
established for the development of tenement housing; and
the railway has arrived. All physical vestiges of the original
rural settlement were removed with notable exception of
the Water Row cottages.

By the inter-war period Govan had become completely
developed, dense housing, industry, shopping and
transport was well established. The Western part of the
site was occupied by the Harland Wolfe Shipyard with
tenements framing Govan Cross.

In 2018 the site at Water Row contains no permanent
buildings. The former tenements and shipyards have
been demolished. The Western section of the site is
home to two showpeople families and their yards.
The eastern section of the site is an informal,
temporary car park. New housing has been built
along Riverside and Wanlock Street with the new
shopping arcade to Govan Road.
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03
Historic Mapping
*RYDQ·VHDUO\ULYHUFURVVLQJKDVVKDSHGLWVKLVWRU\DQGLGHQWLW\
The maps overleaf seek to demonstrate the changing nature of
development in and around this area and Water Row in particular.
The character and scale of development at Water Row has changed
ZPNUPÄJHU[S`V]LY[OL`LHYZ;OPZOHZYHUNLKMYVTLHYS`ZL[[SLTLU[
cottages in 1850 through to tenemental dwellings by 1915. The
formation of the slipway and the arrival of the shipyards lead to
intensive development during the inter-war period throughout Govan
and along the Clyde Waterfront.
The decline in industry over the past few decades led to demolition
of large industrial areas combined with a series of public housing
developments in and around the site.
Understanding Govan’s rich heritage is important not just to ensure
a sense of place, but also in order that informed decisions are made
about how the area might be regenerated and reinvigorated through
the introduction of a high quality, modern urban form which respects
the past.

View along Water Row, Govan, Glasgow, via Canmore, 1900

¶*RYDQLVRQHRIWKHPRVWKLVWRULFDOO\VLJQLÀFDQW
areas in Glasgow; a place of great antiquity which
JUHZWREHFRPHRQHRI6FRWODQG·VLQGXVWULDO
SRZHUKRXVHVGXULQJWKHWKFHQWXU\·
The Water Row Design Framework, October 2017.
Water Row, 1950’s

Demolition of Tenements at Water Row, 1960s
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‘Medieval Govan was constructed around three essential
LSLTLU[Z!HTHQVYYP]LYJYVZZPUNHYLSPNPV\ZS`ZPNUPÄJHU[*O\YJO
and a centre of royal power.’
‘Historic Govan’ by Chris Dalglish and Stephen T Driscoll 2009

Govan Village at Harmony Row, 1848

Map showing locations of archaelogical excavations conducted 1994-2007 from ‘Historic Govan’ by Chris Dalglish and Stephen T Driscoll
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Hogback yard, Govan Old, 1888

Section through Churchyard Boundary Wall, 1994 from ‘Historic Govan’.

03
Archaeology
During the course of the masterplan development the project team
ZDVIRUWXQDWHWRPHHWDQGEHQHÀWIURPDGYLFHSURYLGHGE\WKH
Govan Heritage Trust and, in particular, archaeologist Stephen
Driscoll.
Govan Old
(dating
back to 6th
Century)

River Clyde
(original
slipway shown
dotted)

$KLJKO\FRPSUHKHQVLYHDQGHQJDJLQJUHFRUGRI*RYDQ·V
archaeological history is captured within the 2009 publication
¶+LVWRULF*RYDQ·E\&KULV'DOJOLVKDQG6WHSKHQ7'ULVFROO
7KLVVHWVRXWWKHDUHD·VVLJQLÀFDQFHORFDOO\QDWLRQDOO\DQG
internationally. A key extract from the book is provided as follows:
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‘Govan is a remarkable place. Over the centuries it has enjoyed
UXPQFSJPETPGHSFBUJNQPSUBODF5IFSFDFOUFSBPGTJHOJmDBODF 
when the name Govan was synonymous with the Clyde-built
TIPQT JTUIFNPTUGBNJMJBS#VUBNJMMFOOJVNFBSMJFS (PWBO
forged a reputation from a difference raw materials: royal power
BOESFMJHJPVTCFMJFG%VSJOHBOEBGUFSUIF7JLJOH"HF (PWBO
EFWFMPQFEJOUPUIFDFOUSFPGQPMJUJDBMBVUIPSJUZ VUJMJTJOHUIF
BODJFOUSFMJHJPVTGPVOEBUJPOBTBQMBUGPSNGPSBSFWJUBMJTFE#SJUJTI
Kingdom. ‘
A5IFSFMJHJPVTBOEQPMJUJDBMJNQPSUBODFPG(PWBOBSFSFnFDUFEJO
the collection of tenth and eleventh-century sculptured stones.
The size and quality of this collection suggest the presence of a
royal cemetery.’

an
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G

Doomster Hill
(approximate
position)

d
oa
R

It is clear from the publication and drawings (some of which are
provided overleaf) that buildings and sites in and around Water
Row - such as Govan Old/Govan Stones, the original Clyde
VOLSZD\DQG'RRPVWHU+LOODUHNH\DUHDVRIVLJQLÀFDQFHWKDW
should be protected, recognised and celebrated in a variety of
ways within any emerging masterplan.

Current Site Plan (in grey) with map from 1860 superimposed (shown in orange), Collective Architecture 2018
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Riverside

Napier Road

6
G

Map indicating neighbouring and existing residents

4

Pearce Street Showpeople Yard and Residents
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Water Row Showpeople Yard and Residents
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03
Existing Residents
The site at Water Row has a number of surrounding housing
development and existing residents. The housing varies in form,
tenure, age and character. The diagram overleaf seeks to identify
the various residential developments in an around Water Row as
follows:
1. Wanlock Street Residents:
The housing at Wanlock Street, owned and managed by Govan Housing
Association, was built around the 1990s is 4 storeys in height. It overlooks the
River Clyde in part and fronts Warlock Street leading to Govan Road.
2. McKechnie Street/Govan Road Residents:
This modern housing varies in age yet is essentially tenemental in character
ranging from 4-5 storeys. Homes are in a mix of tenures (public and private)
with a large proportion of this owned and managed by Govan Housing
Association.
3. Pearce Lane Residents:
The recently built 7-storey housing block is owned and managed by Beild
Housing Association. Residents are generally older people. Homes over 1-2
storeys currently enjoy uninterrupted views across the site to the River Clyde.
Existing home and garden, Govan Road, 2018

4. Pearce Street Showpeople Yard:
This site is owned by Glasgow City Council and managed by City Property. A
community of single-storey mobile homes positioned in an around their working
apparatus and equipment. The site is accessed through private gates from
Pearce Street.
5. Water Row Showpeople Yard:
This site is owned by Glasgow City Council and managed by City Property. A
community of single-storey mobile homes positioned in an around their working
apparatus and equipment. The site is accessed through private gates from
Water Row.
6. Riverside Residents:
The housing at Riverside spans from the Clyde Walkway to Govan Road. It

Govan Market at Govan Cross 2017

varies in tenure, but is predominantly owned and managed by Glasgow Housing
Association. It was built in the 1970s and ranges from 2 storey houses to 4/5
VWRUH\ÁDWVDWYDULRXVORFDWLRQVDURXQGWKHGHYHORSPHQW
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Concept
modelRow
in use
at Riverside
Water Row
Consultation
Collective
Architecture
View to Water
from
Museum
slipway,Event,
Collective
Architecture,
2017 2018
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04
Engagement and Co-creation
Background to Engagement
Approach
Process
Options and Outcomes

‘The aim is to establish a vibrant new neighbourhood at Water Row that
puts Govan back on the map [...] The impetus for the master plan lies here
and the aspiration is to continue to develop and implement proposals in a
collaborative, design-led and participatory approach with full local stakeholder
involvement.’
Water Row Masterplan Procurement Brief, October 2017.

Sketch diagram of ‘on-street’ workshop using mobile bike and model
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Background to Engagement
The Water Row masterplan process began with a strong participatory
and collaborative approach from the outset. The project brief, and its
aims and objectives, encouraged co-design and participation from
the outset. This presented the opportunity to develop proposals for
Water Row from a genuinely collaborative approach that included both
stakeholders and the wider public.
The proposed masterplan was to serve both Govan, and the City,
LUHISPUNP[[VPTWHJ[HUKILULÄ[HZ^PKLHYHUNLVMWLVWSLHZWVZZPISL
The highly pivotal position of the site, both physically and strategically,
meant that the project’s ambition and wider interest in the process was
OPNO^P[OZPNUPÄJHU[WYLZZ\YLHUKL_WLJ[H[PVU
Early Sketch model used during event at Riverside Hall

Focused meeting with Govan Reminiscence Group

A series of other local projects developing in parallel with the
masterplan included the proposed Govan-Partick bridge crossing
and Govan Old’s development of project space. This presented the
opportunity to integrate and incorporate a broad range of interests and
active, productive engagement within the wider consultation and codesign process.
The project team coordinated a series of meetings and workshops with
these project’s design teams to enable greater dialogue and crosspollination between respective projects to ensure these were mutually
well designed and coherent.
Through these discussions, a number of issues emerged during the
development of the Water Row masterplan that set clear, high-level
ideas around urban change (river-use, river crossing, nordic-european
inspired public realm models and housing typologies, creative industry
aspiration and place-based arts strategy, to name a few).

Public event at the Pearce Institute
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Stall and information gathering at Govan Loves Christmas event

04
Approach
Engagement formed an integral part of the design development
process. The team worked with the Project Steering Group to
develop an extensive and widely-communicated engagement
plan (spread throughout almost the full duration of the masterplan
process between January and June 2018). This far exceeded
the statutory requirements of a typical PAN Notice (Proposal of
Application Notice) set out in the Planning Guidelines.
The extent of the engagement process - and the constant
feedback and information provided - brought both challenges
and opportunities. It provided the project team with the richest
possible backdrop for thoughts and ideas surrounding the site
whilst presenting both competing and complimentary ideas for
future development.
The team worked with sketch models, hand drawings and
images over the course of the project to explore ideas and gather
opinion in an accessible and visual way. A range of events and
engagement activities took place throughout the masterplan
design process to allow the team to listen, record and respond
to comments and ideas from as wide and diverse an audience
as possible. Consequently, this included client partners, public
VɉJLYZSVJHSZ[HRLOVSKLYZI\ZPULZZV^ULYZHUKZPNUPÄJHU[S`HU
extensive number of local people.
The events and activities included:
 A large number of focused meetings with local groups
 A series of intensive workshops - or ‘surgeries’ - with local
VYNHUPZH[PVUZW\ISPJVɉJLYZHUKZ[HRLOVSKLYZ
 On-Street workshops over a number of days
 A series of Public Presentations in local civic centres
 :WLJPÄJWYLZLU[H[PVUZ[V.SHZNV^<YIHU+LZPNU7HULSHUK
Community Council and key project stakeholders.

The above diagram outlines the ‘drivers of engagement’ at Water Row, moving concentrically
outwards from the centre (statutory processes) to expand outwards covering other actions and
initiatives to include more extensive and involved engagement.

The engagement process enabled the team to develop a rich
understanding of Govan’s interests, the site context and priorities
over an extended period of time. In turn, the team progressed
a series of design options that sought to respond to a range of
challenges and opportunities.
p 39
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A suite of engagement methods used during the design process
were adapted to suit each stage of the masterplan. Events and
workshops took place in a variety of public venues around Govan
including the Pearce Institute, The Hub on Govan Road, Riverside
Hall, Elder Park/Govan Library, Govan Shopping Arcade, the
Riverside Museum and Elder Park Workspace.
Early events involved initial scoping and gathering of information
followed by design options/feedback, then more focussed
KL]LSVWTLU[VMZWLJPÄJPKLHZ;OLSHYNLU\TILYVMLUNHNLTLU[
events enabled the project team to adapt design information
to throughout each stage in the design process. The level and
intensity of stakeholder engagement also became more acute as
the process developed with an increasing number of specialist
meetings added to the Project Team’s agenda. This ensured that
a great deal of information was collected and fed intensely into a
well informed masterplan design.
As part of the statutory planning process, a formal public
consultation event was held on 3rd May 2018 at the Pearce
Institute. This main engagement event (due to its scale, level of
advertisement, number of attendees, variety of material presented
HUKZ[H[\[VY`ZPNUPÄJHUJLHZWHY[VM[OL7(5WYVJLZZLUHISLK
a broad range of people to review and make comments on four
key design options. These site options outlined the key design
factors and present the a combination of ideas that addressed
[OLJVUZ[YHPU[ZHUKVWWVY[\UP[PLZPKLU[PÄLK[OYV\NOLHYSPLY
engagement activities.

04

Option 1b
Partial development of site– showpeople to remain in some form

Option 1a and 1b
Retain the Status Quo and/or partial development
This option, that could be progressed in two stages, proposed that the existing
Showpeople sites to the west remain undeveloped. New development could
progress to the East of the site on the existing car park and to the existing
greenspace at Pearce Lane.
The Clyde Walkway an the Eastern edge of Water Row would predominantly
remain as existing. New development to the western edge would frame Govan
Cross with a new frontage to the Clyde. There would be no public access along
Pearce Street or directly to Govan Old from the new bridge landing or any
opportunity to provide shared open space.
Option 2

Options and Outcomes
During a public event at Pearce Institute, a series of 4 design
options were presented through drawings and site models under
the following descriptions:

'HÀQLQJXUEDQHGJHVDQGWLJKWXUEDQEORFNV

Option 2
'HÀQH8UEDQ(GJHVDQGWLJKWXUEDQEORFNV
With this option the north side of Govan Cross is framed with strong edges.
Tight urban blocks are used across the site which provided clear links down
:DWHU5RZ1DSLHU5RDGDQG3HDUFH/DQHWRWKHULYHUZLWKVSHFLÀFFLYLF
spaces created where blocks open out to create public realm. The contrast
between blocks and public space is strong, and courtyard type spaces feature
within the centre of the blocks.
Green public parkland is also created, linking the Cross to Govan Old.
The historic slipway is re-imagined on the site, providing a focal point along
Water Row. Also included is a new access lane from the bridge landing point to
Govan Old.
Option 3
*RYDQ&URVVWKH&O\GHDQG3DUNDVRQHFRQQHFWHGSODFH

Option 3
Govan Cross, the Clyde and Park as one connected place
In contrast, option 3 extends Govan Cross to the River, providing a larger public
VSDFHÁRZLQJDORQJWKLVD[LVHQKDQFLQJOLQNVDQGYLVLELOLW\EHWZHHQH[LVWLQJ
amenities in Govan and the new bridge location, including the existing shopping
arcade in direct line of sight. Deeper blocks are instead proposed along river
edge, whilst the orientation of these blocks borrow from a traditional water front
gable-on approach, ensuring that the water front elevation is not dominated
by hierarchy of one particular block or character, and views are retained from
deeper within the site. Likewise, views from across the river will be more varied
with visibility between the new blocks through to existing Govan heritage. With
this option the opportunity for low rise self-build units was also explored.
Option 4
Riverfront becomes the main public space and Water Row a High Street

Option 4
Riverfront becomes the main public space and Water Row as High Street
This option explores the idea of a deep central block to the west of Water Row
which is held back from the water edge, creating a wider civic realm along the
river. Public greenspace is created on the southern side of this block connecting
Govan Cross to Govan Old and this creates an interesting contrast of
connecting open spaces for the public to utilise, being able to choose between
either sheltered park space or open water front to suit different conditions or
activities. Govan Cross is again framed to the north, again offering a contrasting
civic space to that which is also created at the bridge landing point which
becomes a new landscaped arrival point.

1. Maintain the Status Quo with/without partial development
+LÄUL\YIHULKNLZHUK[PNO[\YIHUISVJRZ
3. Govan Cross, the Clyde and Park as one connected place
4. Riverfront as Civic Realm, Water Row as High Street
Feedback regarding all four options was gathered during the
event and reviewed at length afterwards. The extensive public
JVUZ\S[H[PVUZ[HRLOVSKLYMLLKIHJRJVTIPULK^P[O6ɉJLY]PL^Z
and Steering Group comments, were collated and considered.
The preferred layout was determined via an options appraisal,
with the most sensitive consideration being the future of the two
Showpeople Yards. The options appraisal concluded that neither
yard could be retained, principally because the land requirement
disproportionately impacts on site capacity restricting population
growth. Both Showpeople families were fully informed in writing.
Consequently, it was agreed that the team should develop a
design option that combined elements of both Options 2 and 3,
that would focus on deep linear blocks along the riverfront and
strong urban edge to Govan Cross.
A key consideration raised throughout the design development
and appraisal process was the need to provide key views
[VZPNUPÄJHU[SHUKTHYRZ^OPSZ[HSZVWYV]PKPUNHZLYPLZVM
incidental views and vistas both within and around the site.
The engagement process also highlighted at the team should
fully integrate the new bridge landing point as a key design
development focus for the emerging masterplan.
(ZLYPLZVMJOHYHJ[LYHYLHZ^LYLZ\IZLX\LU[S`PKLU[PÄLKHJYVZZ
the site, with an opportunity to provide a variety of open spaces
VMKPɈLYPUNZPaLHUKUH[\YL;OLZLPKLHZHYLWYLZLU[LKPUTVYL
detail within Chapters 5 and 6 overleaf.
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05
Masterplan Design Principles
Masterplan Design Principles, Aims and Objectives
Constraints and Opportunities
Urban Design Strategies
A - Character and Place
B - Gateways and the Public Realm
C - Pedestrian-friendly Streets and Open Space
D - Work and the Local Economy
E - Housing and Community
F - Roads and Parking
Massing and Views

“Architecture can’t force people to connect, it can only plan the crossing
points, remove barriers, and make the meeting places useful and attractive.”
Denise Scott Brown
p 43

Places to live..................

Housing & Community
Places to meet & gather.......

Streets &
Open
Space
Places to work.....................

Work &
Economy
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05
Masterplan design principles, aims and
objectives
;OLMVSSV^PUNRL`HPTZHUKVIQLJ[P]LZ^LYLPKLU[PÄLKPU[OL+LZPNU
Framework Brief for Water Row and have formed the basis of initial
thoughts and ideas. These have been referenced and incorporated
throughout the masterplan process:
•
•
•
•

Sense of Place
Integration
Movement
Heart

In developing initial ideas reference was also made to the the
City Development Plan (CDP 1 The Placemaking Principle).
CDP1 describes that in order for a place to be successful, new
development should also aspire to achieve the six qualities of place
as outlined in the draft Scottish Planning Policy. The six qualities of
space have been adapted in the CDP 1 supplementary guidance to
TVYLHJJ\YH[LS`YLÅLJ[.SHZNV^»Z\UPX\LJPYJ\TZ[HUJLZ.SHZNV^»Z
Quality of Place are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
;OL7SHJL:[HUKHYK;VVS
Launched in 2015 by the Scottish Government and Architecture and Design Scotland, the Place
Standard Tool is designed to structure conversations about place.
Centred around 14 key themes the tool provide prompts for discussion. Considering the physical
elements of space as well as the social aspects.
Whilst the tool was not fully implemented during the Water Row Masterplan consultation, the following
[OYLLRL`[OLTLZ^LYLPKLU[PÄLK[VHZZPZ[KPZJ\ZZPVUZ^P[O[OLL_PZ[PUNJVTT\UP[`HUK^LYL\ZLK
throughout the consultation process; Housing and community, Streets and Open Space and Work and
Economy.

Character and Identity
Successful Open Space
Legibility and Safety
Ease of Movement
Vibrancy and Diversity
Adaptability and Sustainability

These qualities have provided a strong benchmark for the
Masterplan development proposals at Water Row, ensuring that
proposals have character and aspire to a high standard of design
^OPSZ[YLÅLJ[PUN[OLOLYP[HNLVM.V]HU

“ Successful places are built for people. They have character, are
safe, easy to move around, clean, appealing and designed to thrive
over time.” (PG1 Placemaking Part 1)
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Constraints
When developing any ideas for sites and communities it is important
to consider any physical or cultural constraints from the outset.
Possible constraints were discussed with the community and the
RL`JVUZ[YHPU[ZPKLU[PÄLK^LYLHZMVSSV^Z!

New Clyde
Walkway to
remain open
6KRZ3HRSOHV·
site
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SPT tunnel - no build exclusion zone running through site;
Showpeople sites;
New bridge - integration with new public realm at Water Row;
Historic landing point - important to preserve;
Riverside walkway and connections - existing connectivity is
poor;
Existing utilities - diversions may be required;
Listed buildings and key views - retain and enhance;
Parking - displacement and numbers and
Flood Risk - SEPA’s position
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Remaining winches at Water Row
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View from walkway towards Riverside Museum

View from Riverside Museum to Water Row

Existing view along Pearce Lane

Existing view along Water Row

05
Strengthen connection to
Govan Old as a focal point,
land mark and destination

New life blood – more
people walk and cycle to
and through Govan

Opportunities

PROPOSED
PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE
LINK FROM GOVAN
TO PARTICK
Opportunity to reconnect
people and the river to live,
work and play

Potential to create pleasing
streets that complement
*RYDQ·VH[LVWLQJWHQHPHQW
tradition.

Situated at the heart of Govan, the rich historic environment and
riverside setting presents unique development opportunities at
Water Row. The following potential opportunities were discussed
with the community and have been developed throughout the
masterplan consultation:
•

Strengthen historic links,
highlight important views and
showcase heritage

•
•

Building height should
UHÁHFWWKHH[LVWLQJ
traditional 19th century
buildings

NEW BUILDINGS
DEFINE, ADD
CHARACTER AND
BRING ACTIVITY TO
GOVAN CROSS.

1HZEXLOGLQJVUHÁHFWDQG
reinstate the historic layout
of Govan Cross

•
•
•
•

Govan Old

Crossing the River Clyde

Strengthen connection to existing focal points and land marks
such as Govan Old;
Strengthen historic links, highlight important views and
showcase heritage;
Reinstate historic layout at Govan Cross, creating strong edges
and reinforcing the character and identity of the historic Cross;
Create streets that are pleasing, well connected and not
dominated by vehicle movement;
Strengthen connections to the river, providing a mix of
opportunities to live, work and play;
Improve walking and cycling connectivity at new bridge landing
point and
Create new vibrant public realm at Govan-Partick bridge landing
point.

View towards Govan & Linthouse Parish Church
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<YIHU+LZPNU:[YH[LNPLZ
Outline strategies for developing masterplan

*OHYHJ[LYHUK7SHJL
Develop character areas that respect the built heritage, reinforce
existing activities and inspire new opportunities.

.H[L^H`ZHUK[OL7\ISPJ9LHST
Identify key landmarks, maintain existing views and provide distinctive
public areas.

7LKLZ[YPHUMYPLUKS`:[YLL[ZHUK6WLU:WHJL
Reinstate lanes, create a new park and re-connect Water Row to
the Clyde.

>VYRHUK[OL3VJHS,JVUVT`
Identify commercial uses, activate the waterfront and reinforce
Govan Road/Cross.

/V\ZPUNHUK*VTT\UP[`
Provide a mix of house types, relate heights to surrounding context
and connect to open space.

9VHKZHUKWHYRPUN
Respond to inner city urban environment, link to strong public
transport links and cycle network.

p 48

05
Urban Design Strategies
In response to the site’s unique riverside setting, the following
placemaking priorities and objectives (outlined in CDP 1
Z\WWSLTLU[HY`N\PKHUJL^OPJOHYLZWLJPÄJ[V[OL*S`KL*VYYPKVY
area were considered:
•
•
•
•

•

Sensitive Viewing Corridors
Extract from the Water Row Design Framework

Urban Form & Active Frontages,
Extract from the Water Row Design Framework

Successfully integrating the River with the rest of the City;
Re-connecting the City and the River Corridor to capitalise on
[OPZZPNUPÄJHU[HUK]HS\HISLHZZL["
Providing a mix of opportunities to live, play, work, study and
access the open space;
Activating the River itself by providing access points for water
based activities and marine facilities (eg accessible moorings);
and
Improving continuous walking and cycling connectivity along
both banks of the River.

+LZPNU-YHTL^VYR)YPLM6]LY]PL^VM<YIHU+LZPNU
:[YH[LNPLZ
The diagrams shown opposite were included in the Water Row
Design Framework Brief and suggest possible responses to
the townscape and context of the site. These identify the need
[VKLÄULW\ISPJZWHJLHUKJYLH[LZ[YVUNNH[L^H`Z^P[OHJP]PJ
heart and riverfront gateway, consider key routes, sight-lines and
connections, relate in scale to the wider existing environments and
to repair and connect the urban fabric with strong forms and active
frontages.
4HZ[LYWSHU<YIHU+LZPNU:[YH[LNPLZ,_WSVYLK
0UYLZWVUKPUN[V[OLPUP[PHSZ[YH[LNPLZPKLU[PÄLKPU[OL-YHTL^VYR
Brief and in response to Glasgow’s six qualities of space, the
following themes were explored and developed:

&'#%,
&'#%,
&'#%,

Connections & Routes
Extract from the Water Row Design Framework

Development Scale Strategy
Extract from the Water Row Design Framework

A - Character and Place
B - Gateways and the Public Realm
C - Pedestrian-friendly Streets and Open Space
D - Work and the Local Economy
E - Housing and Community
F - Roads and parking (connections and routes)
p 49

1

2

Reinforce
Govan Old with
new waterfront
workspace

Re-frame
Govan Cross
with links to
new and existing
amenities

3

p 50

Form new bridge
landing and
distinctive Clyde
waterfront

05
A - Character and Place
“Places should feel unique and make people feel like they
belong and want to stay”

Active riverside

IPG1 Placemaking Part 1

back
court

3VJHSJOHYHJ[LYPZKLÄULKUV[VUS`I`WO`ZPJHSI\PSKPUNZI\[[OL
spaces in-between and the activities that take place (and have
taken place) in and around them.

Communal
amenity

ia

nt

de

si

Re

HIGH STREET

Civic
green
space

Civic green
space

et

tre

lS

Residential Street

Residential Street

Formal
Squares

Through an understanding of Govan’s character and identity we
^LYLHISL[VJVUZPKLYKPќLYLU[MVYTZHUKSH`V\[Z[OH[TPNO[IL
appropriate for any new buildings and places at Water Row. Early
ideas were generated from existing building elevation studies and
historic roofscapes - and how these might be interpreted into new
build forms and rhythms.
The following three character areas emerged during the masterplan
process and are described in greater detail in Chapter 6:

HIGH STREET

Early concept sketch exploring character areas and a variety of open spaces

Character Area 1
Form new bridge landing and distinctive Clyde waterfront
Character Area 2
Reinforce Govan Old with Water Row and new waterfront
workspace
Character Area 3
Re-frame Govan Cross with links to new and existing amenities

Govan Old

Govan & Linthouse Parish Church

Develop character areas that respect the
built heritage, reinforce existing activities
and inspire new opportunities.
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New Bridge

KEY:
Civic Space

Gateway building

p 52

05
B - Gateways and the Public Realm
“Places should include successful open spaces that are
^LSJVTPUN^LSSTHPU[HPULK]PIYHU[^LSSKLÄULKHJJLZZPISL
and respond to their context”
IPG1 Placemaking Part 1

Govan has a rich and vibrant heritage with opportunities to build on
the existing activity taking place in and around the area, including at
the Riverside Museum which currently attracts 1.2 million visitors per
year.
Proposed gateway buildings, which are linked to key civic spaces,
OH]LILLUPKLU[PÄLKPU[OLTHZ[LYWSHU;OLPUJS\ZPVUVMRL`SHUKTHYRZ
and distinctive public spaces facilitates the potential for Water Row to
become part of a wider cultural resource cluster along the Waterfront
and West End, including the Science Centre, Kelvingrove Museum,
-HPYÄLSKHUK[OL/`KYV:,*

Early concept sketch exploring opportunities for key landmarks and strong urban edges

Bonn Square, Oxford

Zalige Bridge, Waal River, Nijmegen, Netherlands

Identify key landmarks, maintain existing
views and provide distinctive public areas.
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New Bridge

Govan Ferry

KEY:
Existing Route
New Route
Crossing

Bus Route

S

te along Govan Road

Bus rou

Subway

Bus stop

Bus stop
Bus stop

Pedestrian Crossing

S
Subway
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05
C - Pedestrian-friendly Streets & Open Space
/PNO:[YLL[

9LZPKLU[PHS:[YLL[ZHUK3HULZ

“Places should be well-connected but not dominated by
vehicle movement. High quality pedestrian and cycle routes
should be a design priority.”
IPG1 Placemaking Part 1

Strong desire lines have been created linking Govan Road to the
Clyde promoting permeable pedestrian and cycle routes throughout
the development.
:X\HYLZ

Early concept sketches exploring a variety of street characters that promote pedestrian friendly streets

Typcial busy hight street in Oslo, Norway

Borneo Sporenburg, West 8, Amsterdam, Netherlands

Reinstate lanes, create a new park and reconnect Water Row to the Clyde.
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KEY:
Workspace
Retail/Commercial
Possible Workspace
Retail/Commercial
Community/Heritage/
Social Enterprise

p 56

05
D - Work and the Local Economy
“Places should have lots of things to see and do, a mix of
uses, encourage street level activity and relate to the human
scale” IPG1 Placemaking Part 1
Govan has the potential to become much more richly layered in the
range of uses, activity and people that are attracted to it. Consequently,
it can become more desirable and vibrant. There are real opportunities
for Water Row to be a dynamic civic focal point within Glasgow that
positively impacts on work and the local economy.

GalGael boat building workshop

City Property Market, Glasgow

The Design Framework states that ‘The Masterplan should focus
on a number of key aims including a complementary mix of uses,
HWWYVWYPH[L WVZP[PVUPUN VM HJ[P]L NYV\UK ÅVVY \ZLZ HUK ZWHJLZ
permeability and connectivity, a hierarchy of public realm, amenity
and open spaces, activation of the river frontage, the construction of
a robust and resilient development and the creation of an attractive,
safe and vibrant built environment.’
*OHUNLZH[>H[LY9V^JHUOH]LYLNLULYH[P]LILULÄ[Z[V[OL^PKLY
Govan community and the City. The potential new uses that have
been suggested for the site throughout the Masterplan consultation
process to date can be described within four overlapping categories:

Jewellery design workshop

Jet ski opportunities on the Clyde

Live – housing, transport (including parking and cycling).
>VYR¶VѝJLHUK^VYRZWHJLKL]LSVWPUNSVJHSLJVUVTPLZZ\JOHZ
retail, training space.
Play / Leisure – socialising, exercise, sports, leisure, play, food & drink,
retail.
Visit – attractions, opportunities to linger & learn.
There are many types of activities and uses that could be fostered at
Water Row and many ways these could be delivered.

Identify commercial uses, activate the
waterfront and reinforce Govan Road.
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KEY:
Flats
Townhouses/Houses

p 58

05
E - Housing and Community
“Places should be easily adaptable for future needs and
should demonstrate best practice in sustainable design.”
IPG1 Placemaking Part 1

The examples shown opposite showcase recent housing
developments that have been provided to stand the test of time.
Each example varies in scale, form and approach depending on site,
client and architect, however the following is common to all:
•
•
•
Brentford Lock West, Urban housing, Mikhail Riches

‘Ely Court’ (London), mixed tenure housing, Alison Brooks
Architects

‘Newhall Be’ housing in Harlow, Alison Brooks Architects

St Chads (Essex), mixed tenure housing, Bell Phillips

Maintenance and durability
Involvement of local community/client group
‘Massive Passive’ approach to building energy – passive solar
gain, good insulation and air tightness
• Use of as high quality – and ‘honest’ - materials as possible
within the budget constraints
• Flexible, well proportioned rooms.
• Well overlooked and safe gardens, streets and shared areas.

Provide a mix of house types, relate
heights to surrounding context and
connect to open space.
p 59

Parking
below
deck
Parking
below
deck

KEY:
100% parking
50% Parking
0% Parking
(with visitor areas)
Existing Parking t.b.c.
Proposed On Street
Parking
Coach Drop Off
Vehicular Access
Cycle Access
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Coach drop off
Coach drop off

05
F - Road layout and parking
“ Accommodate the majority of car parking underground - if
possible - to enable a pedestrian priority public realm”
Water Row / Govan Design Framework October 2017

Option 1
On- Street parking
g

From the outset, roads have been considered as streets in order
to prioritise pedestrian movement over vehicular. Parking options
have been explored to investigate the impact that each arrangement
would have on streets and open spaces. Balanced with possible
site and economic constraints, which have yet to be fully realised
until the a site investigation is carried out, back court parking with
raised amenity decks was considered to be the most viable option.

Option 2
Back court parking with raised deck

Option 3
Basement parking and deck

Respond to inner city urban environment,
link to strong public transport links and
cycle network.
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Riverside Museum

Proposed
bridge link
from Govan to
Partick

Govan Old

Govan Old
Development
site

Links to
Govan Old
strengthened

New civic
landing to
Water Row

River Clyde

Green
public
parkland
parklan

Govan and
Linthouse
Parish Church

Govan
Cross
¶IUDPHG·
to North

Pearce Institute
Listed bank building

Enhanced
link to
Shopping
Arcade

&OHDUO\GHƂQHG8UEDQ(GJHV5HLQVWDWLQJ*RYDQ&URVV
New Park and Civic Landing Point.
p 62

Go
van
Ro
ad

Opportu
Opportunity
enhance
to enhanc
existing
greenspace

Link Napier Terrace
to Clyde for
pedestrian/cyclists

05
Massing and Views
The proposed density and massing considers the heritage and
townscape of Govan and enhances existing views into, and outwith
the development area. Whilst establishing strong links to the river,
the layout also creates incidental views, framing points of interest
throughout the site.

Massing studies exploring varied roof lines in relation to the existing context

Elevation studies exploring forms and silhouettes
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Massing study from new bridge landing point

4HZZPUNZRL[JOKLÄUPUN\YIHULKNLZHUK[PNO[\YIHUISVJRZ

p 64

Massing study from Water Row looking towards Govan Old

Massing sketch - riverfront as civic realm, Water Row as High Street

Massing sketch - Govan Cross, the Clyde and Park as one connected place

05
Massing and Views
Govan has a unique historic skyline. Massing has therefore had
to be carefully considered in order to respond to this unique
environment. A series of initial sketches and models were
developed to explore massing and roof scape options. Proposals
sensitively knit into the existing urban fabric whilst enhancing
Govan’s character and forming strong frontages to existing squares
and the River Clyde.

Massing and roof-lines - model studies

Massing and roof-lines - sketch studies

Massing and roof-lines - sketch studies
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View to Water Row from Riverside Museum slipway, Collective Architecture, 2017

p 66
6

06
Method and Approach
Development of the Masterplan
Civic Space and Landscape
Development of Character Areas
Character Area 1
Form new bridge landing and distinctive Clyde waterfront
Character Area 2
Reinforce Govan Old with Water Row and new waterfront
workspace
Character Area 3
Re-frame Govan Cross with links to new and existing amenities
Arts and Culture
Materials and Form

“In authentic experience, ‘home’, whether a house, a village or a region... is
a central point of existence and individual identity from which you look out on
the rest of the world.”
Edward Relph
p 67

Concept sketch - blocks vary in height

Concept sketch

Massing model - framing Water Row

p 68

Massing model - framing Water Row

Massing model - addressing the river

06
Development of the Masterplan
As outlined in Chapter 4, the preferred masterplan approach evolved
following extensive consultation with the local community and key
stakeholder groups. A series of models were created to develop
PKLHZHUK[V[LZ[V\[HUKKPZJ\ZZKPќLYLU[VW[PVUZ

Community Consultation Event at the Pearce Institute

Community Consultation Event - Mobile Roadshow

Client Steering Group workshop

p 69

Proposed roof plan

p 70

06
Development of the Masterplan
;OLWYLMLYYLKTHZ[LYWSHUSH`V\[KLÄULZIV[OL_PZ[PUNHUKUL^
urban edges, reinstating Govan Cross and establishing a strong
frontage to the river. Whilst establishing strong routes to the river,
blocks along Water Row are staggered, framing views within and,
outwith the site, forming a strong edge to a new public square at the
proposed bridge landing point. A landmark tower block is proposed
at the new arrival point from the river, reinforcing and adding to
Govan’s unique character.
Arranged over varied massing, ranging from two to seven storeys,
[OLTHZ[LYWSHUJVTWYPZLZVM ÅH[[LKK^LSSPUNZ[LYYHJLK
houses / town houses and approximately 3500sqm of commercial
space.

7YVWVZLKNYV\UKÅVVYWSHU

p 71

Historic slipway, Water Row, Govan

Historic map extracts presented at Govan Heritage Trust meeting in January 2018

p 72

Govan ferry terminal, Water Row

06
Civic space and Landscape
During an archaeological excavation carried out in 2007 substantial
remains of the former ferry slipway were discovered. Within the
Archeological Evaluation Report, it was noted the the east side
of the retaining wall for the ferry slipway was located and was in
excellent condition. It was also considered likely that the remains of
the former slipway would also be present below the ground.
At meetings with key stakeholder groups, including Govan Heritage
;Y\Z[P[^HZOPNOSPNO[LK[OH[[OPZ^HZZPNUPÄJHU[OPZ[VYPJHZZL[MVY
Water Row and Govan, and one that could not go unrecognised
within the masterplan proposals. Proposals have explored options
including fully excavating the slipway to re-imagining the slipway on
Water Row in a new form. The latter proposal would preserve the
OPZ[VYPJZSPW^H`M\[\YLWYVVÄUN[OLWVZZPIPSP[`MVYHU`L_JH]H[PVUPU
the future. In summary, the following options were explored:

3(5+05.7605;6W[PVU);LYYHJLK^HZ[LYSHUKZJHWLHUK9P]LY*S`KL

Option A - Terraced landscaped arrival point
Option B - Terraced water landscape & River Clyde
Option C - Reinstate historic slipway and riverside activities.
As noted in Chapter 2, important meetings were held with the
bridge designers to establish an appropriate landing point for the
new bridge, ensuring that the slipway is preserved.

3(5+05.7605;6W[PVU*9LPUZ[H[LOPZ[VYPJZSPW^H`HUKYP]LYZPKLHJ[P]P[PLZ
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Proposed landscape features at new bridge landing,
Rankin Fraser Landscape Architecture

Proposed landscape layout at new bridge landing, Rankin Fraser Landscape Architecture

p 74

06
Civic space and Landscape
Please refer to Part B Appendices Report for full details of the proposed
Landscape Strategy by Rankin Fraser Landscape Architecture.

The proposed layout ensures that all key views are retained. Roads
are aligned and buildings arranged to reinforce and frame these
views. The layout allows continuous, uninterrupted, barrier free
travelling from Govan Road to Riverside. Barrier free routes are
also proposed east to west, hugging a reinstated version of the old
Govan dock and weaving through the new development down to
the Clyde again. This route also provides barrier free/cycle-friendly
access to Govan Old and the new Govan Workspaces. Trees have
been carefully positioned to not obstruct key views.
The preferred option for the bridge landing at Water Row has been
developed to tie into the existing complex levels. A sequence of
terraces and steps have been proposed to negotiate the levels
between the Clyde Walkway and the required, much higher levels for
development. A water feature at the bottom of the steps outlines
the line of the historic slip way, but more importantly creates and
attractive public space.

Folkstone Fountains by Guy Hollaway Architects

VE

R

CL
YD

E

Pedestrian DDA
Compliant
Cycle route
Pedestrian steps

Pedestrian routes

Yueyuan Courtyard, Dong Zhang

Velenje City Center Pedestrian Zone Promenada by Enota

DDA compliant accessible routes have been integrated to allow for barrier-free
movement north-south as well as east-west.
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Potential to maximise views with roof
terraces

Improved connections with the arrival
VM[OL.V]HU7H[PJRIYPKNLVќLYPUN
an enhanced pedestrian and cycle
experience along the riverside.

Opportunity to introduce a vibrant mix of
uses to activate the public realm.

Proposed tower block celebrates
Govan’s new arrival point at the river,
YLHѝYTPUNHUKI\PSKPUNVU.V]HU»Z
unique character and skyline.

Opportunity to integrate high quality
public realm with art strategy to create
memorable and imaginative points of
arrival.

Opportunity to explore “playful” water
based activity on Water Row.
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06
Development of Character Areas
*OHYHJ[LY(YLH
-VYTUL^IYPKNLSHUKPUNHUKKPZ[PUJ[P]L*S`KL^H[LYMYVU[
Character area 1 reinforces Govan’s unique identity with the creation
of a major public space at the new bridge landing point. Strong
pedestrian connectivity will attract people to create a vibrant and
lively public realm area with a positive relationship to the river.
The development approach future proofs the opportunities to
reinstate the historic slipway, making reference to the slipway in
a playful manner through the introduction of shallow water pools
and water jets, building on the opportunity to deliver an integrated
surface water strategy which enhances the quality of the public
realm.
The new landing point at Water Row will create a diverse place with
T\S[PWSL\ZLZVќLYPUN]HYPV\ZHJ[P]P[PLZHUKL_WLYPLUJLZ
Folkestone Fountains, Kent, Guy Hollaway Architects

Copenhagen Harbour Bath

Olafur Eliasson NY Waterfalls
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Street edge reinforced at Water Row
^P[OHJ[P]LMYVU[HNLZ:THSSI\ќLYaVULZ
H[NYV\UKÅVVYYLZPKLU[PHSZWHJLZOLSW
to provide a clear and integrated street
hierarchy.

Walking and cycling prioritised over
vehicles helping to establish an
accessible and legible route to the river.

Careful block layouts and massing
help to enhance views to buildings of
OPZ[VYPJHSZPNUPÄJHUJL

Historic urban forms acknowledged, this
is recognised in the proposed building
lines, heights and roofscape.
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06
Development of Character Areas
*OHYHJ[LY(YLH
9LPUMVYJL.V]HU6SK^P[O>H[LY9V^HUKUL^^H[LYMYVU[
^VYRZWHJL
Character area 2 enhances and strengthens the historic character
of Water Row. Spaces are easily navigable and existing points of
interest such as Govan Old and the Pearce Institute can be viewed
MYVTH^PKLYHUNLVMKPќLYLU[WLYZWLJ[P]LZHUKZJHSLZ
The variety of proposed open spaces improve the connectivity
[OYV\NOV\[[OLZP[LHUKWYV]PKLÅL_PISLHUK^LSJVTPUNZWHJLZMVY
people to visit and socialise.
A lively street environment is created along Water Row through the
provision of mixed use active frontages. The variety of uses along
the street helps to increase the activity on the street, contributing to
[OLZHML[`VM[OLW\ISPJYLHSTMVYKPќLYLU[\ZLYZ[OYV\NOV\[[OLKH`
High Line, New York - public park on historic railway line.

Integrated SUDs strategy, Oslo

‘Albert Crescent’ mixed use housing in Bath, Alison Brooks Architects
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(J[P]LNYV\UKÅVVY^P[OO\THUZJHSL
activity helps to create a vibrant mix
of uses both horizontally and vertically
whilst providing passive surveillance
throughout the day.

>LSSKLÄULKW\ISPJZWHJLMVYWSHJLZ[V
meet, sit and rest.

Proposals are bold and contemporary
whilst respecting the conservation
area and surrounding listed buildings.
Key heights and datum lines are
acknowledged.

High quality material strategy proposed
which integrates well with the immediate
context and contributes positively to a
sense of place.
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06
Development of Character Areas
*OHYHJ[LY(YLH
9LMYHTL.V]HU*YVZZ^P[OSPURZ[VUL^HUKL_PZ[PUN
HTLUP[PLZ
*OHYHJ[LYHYLHYLKLÄULZ[OLOPZ[VYPJJOHYHJ[LYVM.V]HU*YVZZI`
strengthening the existing square with strong edges and creating
an active, high quality open space with improved amenity and
opportunities for people to meet and socialise.
Whilst being of contemporary design, the new development
WYVWVZHSZHYLVMOPNOX\HSP[`YLÅLJ[PUN[OLSVJHSJOHYHJ[LY^P[O
massing and proportions derived from their immediate context.
A varied roofscape adds interest to the urban environment whilst
knitting into the historic skyline.
Bonn Square, Oxford

De Mokumer, Amsterdam by M3H Architecten

:LYNPZVU)H[LZF>LSJVTL*LU[YLHUK6ѝJLZ
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Tonally varied brick

Amenity roof terraces

Large format copper panels

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

6

8

5
7
1

2
3
4

1. Bank of Scotland Building (Category A Listed) &
Former YMCA Building (Category B Listed)
2. Aitken Memorial Fountain (Category B Listed)
3. Govan and Linthouse Church (Category B Listed)
4. Cafe 13 and RBS (Category B Listed)
5. Pearce Institute (Category A Listed)
6. Govan Old (Category A Listed)
7. Pearce Lane /Amenity Housing, Bield Housing
Association
8. River Clyde
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Materials and Form
“A palette of materials should be proposed that is sympathetic
to its context, suitably detailed and is capable of retaining its
appearance over time”
(SG1 - Placemaking, Part 2, Detailed Guidance, Building Materials)

The proposed material palette is deliberately restrained and has
been selected to respond to the surrounding context.

;VUHSS`]HYPLKIYPJRNYL`I\ќ

;VUHSS`]HYPLKIYPJRNYL`I\ќYLK

Civic frontage lined with precast colonnades.

Large format copper panels

([VUHSS`]HYPLKMHJPUNIYPJRWYLKVTPUH[LS`NYL`I\ќJVSV\YLKHUK
large format copper panels are proposed as the primary cladding
materials for the new build blocks. This refects the varied coloured
sandstone present in the surrounding existing buildings. Both
materials allow a distinct contemporary architecture to be developed
that has depth and tonal variation and will age sympathetically with
the existing environment.
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Olafur Eliasson NY Waterfalls

Invite international and local artists to create artwork (permanent
and temporary) to strengthen and refresh historic links for example:
Doomster Hill which is currently unmarked, Govan Old Church and
grounds; surely one of Glasgow’s greatest unsung cultural assets
and The Graving Docks
p 84

06
Arts and Culture
Please refer to appendix section 09 for full details of the proposed Art
Strategy Approach.

The proposed new housing, commercial units, public facilities and
open spaces in Water Row represents a turning point in Govan’s
recent history. The development, is arguably one of the most
progressive building projects within the city in recent times. It
represents a new landmark and will connect existing communities in
the area, bring new residents to Govan along with visitors and those
SVVRPUN[VYLSVJH[L^VYRZWHJL>H[LY9V^VќLYZHKPќLYLU[SP]L
work opportunity also to those across the city.

Mary Barbour statue, Govan

Generate cultural tourism at home and beyond
by bringing in internationally recognised artists
to build a dynamic public art collection for
Govan. This will bring greater visibility for existing
sculpture; for example the Mary Barbour statue
by making new Sculpture and Heritage trails and
walks.

Acting as a specialist advisor to Collective Architecture Patricia
Fleming Projects has had early consultation meetings with members
of the local community and has had wider discussions with the
Water Row Steering Group consisting of Glasgow City Council,
Central Govan Action Plan and Govan Housing Association during
March and May 2018.
Through the integration of artwork with elements located in public
spaces, the aim is to inspire the public to discover the possibilities of
art being part of the everyday story of Govan. High quality public art
is also a catalyst, drawing people to the area, generating increased
WYVÄSLHUKHJJVTWHU`PUNLJVUVTPJILULÄ[Z>LPU[LUK[V[HRL
an approach that will create links to Govan’s existing rich legacy,
creating a new chapter for future generations.
(Y[\UJV]LYZ[OLWHZ[[LZ[PÄLZ[V[OLWYLZLU[HUKOHZWYLTVUP[PVUZ
about the future, giving memories and aspirations form and
communicating them to others. Embedding art in the public realm
gives a human touch to new public areas, promoting growth and
embracing the new. Art can also connect people and places, it
encourages a sense of belonging, and fosters a friendly, accessible
atmosphere for residents and visitors. It opens up the community
and gives it individuality.

Vertical garden planting

Kate V Robertson, Sempler Solum, Oxford House.
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Olafur Eliasson, Windspiegelwand

Jacqueline Donachie, South Oslo

p 86

Highlight key areas to create memorable and imaginative points of
arrival, pause and travel through the main routes. This will make
an open and attractive place for existing and new residents. Look
at ways to draw people into the area, keep them longer and take
advantage of the new pedestrian bridge from Patrick to Govan

06
Arts and Culture
The proposed Art Strategy will research and develop the following areas:
•

•

•

•

•
Jean Nouvel, NY, Jewelbox Houses Historic Carousel

Foster a relationship with Glasgow Museums
to align a dynamic curatorial programme to
link areas of interest for example: Govan’s
ship building heritage and the Showpeople;
creating live experiences of existing exhibits in
the Museum creating footfall from the Transport
Museum

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
Frode Svane, Bergen, Norway, Bård Breivik. Sculptor

Jacqueline Donachie, Glasgow Slow Down, 2014

Highlight key areas to create memorable and imaginative points of arrival,
pause and travel through the main routes. This will make an open and
attractive place for existing and new residents. Look at ways to draw people
into the area, keep them longer and take advantage of the new pedestrian
bridge from Patrick to Govan.
Foster a relationship with Glasgow Museums to align a dynamic curatorial
pro- gramme to link areas of interest for example: Govan’s ship building
heritage and the Show People; creating live experiences of existing exhibits in
the Museum creating footfall from the Transport Museum.
Invite international and local artists to create artwork (permanent and
temporary) to strengthen and refresh historic links for example: Doomster Hill
which is currently unmarked, Govan Old Church and grounds; surely one of
Glasgow’s greatest unsung cultural assets and The Graving Docks.
Design programmes to support a dynamic turnover of cultural activity in the
area to make the best use of the new infrastructure. This will attract and retain
H\KPLUJLZ[OLZWPUVќ^PSSILUL^JHML»ZWLVWSL^HU[PUN[V^VYRPU[OLHYLH
and folks relocating as the connectivity with the wider city improves.
The strategy will strike a balance between respecting people’s homes as a
private space, while linking into public areas and citywide events. Artwork and
^H`ÄUKPUNJVTTPZZPVUZ^PSSLUOHUJLJ`JSLYV\[LZHJYVZZ[OLUL^IYPKNL
with the potential of linking from Napier Terrace, to form an attractive and
healthy commute.
New River facing views and greater connectivity to the Clyde, provides a
rich resource to explore water-based activities, new water sports businesses
could be encouraged to base themselves in Govan.
The Art Strategy will facilitate cross generational workshops and build visual
interest; bringing a buzz related to the positives of new homes and increased
visibility/connectivity during the preparation and +yrs of the build.
Develop a creative Green Strategy will make the most of high-level terracing;
turning blank gables into creative green walls, lighting commissions to ensure
the whole area is attractive and connected.
Artwork commissions will look to activate existing historic and new views,
travel in and through on foot/bike through the main routes, quayside and
lanes helping to connect other points of interest in and around Govan for
example: Elder Park.
*VTTPZZPVUHY[^VYRZ[OH[VќLYTVTLU[ZVMWH\ZLHUKYLMLJ[PVU"WYVTV[L
health and wellbeing, mental and physical activity eg. outdoor gym
commission.
A fresh approach to working with arts organisations immediately to the north,
east south and west of the site to programme participatory events for the
lead-in and post build: eg. Govan Project Space.
Generate cultural tourism at home and beyond by bringing in internationally
recognised artists to build a dynamic public art collection for Govan. This will
bring greater visibility for existing sculpture; for example the Mary Barbour
statue by making new Sculpture and Heritage trails and walks.
Build on existing local festivals and create links into other citywide events
eg. Glasgow International Festival of Visual Art, Glasgow Sculpture Trail, The
Clyde River Festival to name a few.
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Energy and Sustainability
Cost Summary
Business Case
Phasing

“Places should be easily adaptable for future needs and should demonstrate
best practice in sustainable design.”
IPG1 Placemaking Part 1
p 89

1

Pros
• Durable, very little maintenance.
• 6ќZP[LTHU\MHJ[\YPUNUV[YLX\PYLK
• Brick and block have higher thermal mass
• .VVKÄYLYLZPZ[HUJLHUKZV\UKPUZ\SH[PVU
• Good compressive strength and therefore good performance at lower
SL]LSZWHY[PJ\SHYS`^P[OJVUJYL[LÅVVYZ
Cons
• Slower to construct
• Limit to cavity wall insulation.
• Risk of settlement cracks
• 7VVYÅL_\YHSZ[YLUN[OYLX\PYLZ^PUKWVZ[ZHUKPU[LYTLKPH[LZ\WWVY[ZH[
higher levels
• Requires additional strengthening to meet anti progressive collapse
regulations above 4 storeys

2

4

Pros
• Quick to construct and main components can be manufactured and
JVUZ[Y\J[LKVќZP[L
• =LY`JVZ[LќLJ[P]L^OLUKLZPNUTH_PTPZLZMHIYPJH[LK[PTILYLSLTLU[Z
• *HUHJJVTTVKH[LOLPNO[Z\W[VZ[VYL`Z^P[OV\[ZPNUPÄJHU[JOHUNLPU
basic frame.
• Can work well with traditional elements to form hybrid structure (see
opposite)
•
Cons
• Limited to 4/5 stories and shrinkage
• Not suitable for large spans.
• 7VVYÄYLYLZPZ[HUJL4HZVUY`ZVS\[PVUZZ[LLSZVS\[PVUZYLX\PYLKMVY
protected lobbies etc.
• Traditional construction required at close and lift shafts
• +PќLYLU[PHSTV]LTLU[IL[^LLU[PTILYMYHTLHUKTHZVUY`JSHKKPUNJHUIL
an issue above 12 metres height .
• Architectural features such as balconies overhangs etc. will require the
addition of steel
• Fire risk during construction

Pros
• Fire resistant.
• 7VZZPISL[VJVUZ[Y\J[SHYNLYZLJ[PVUZVќZP[L
• Robust for all heights – no secondary strengthening
Cons
• Larger column sections
• Slower to construct than timber/steel frame?
• :WLJPHSPZ[JVU[YHJ[VYPUW\[MVYJVZ[LќLJ[P]LULZZH[LHYS`Z[HNL
• 9LWL[P[P]LJVUZ[Y\J[PVUYLX\PYLKMVYJVZ[LќLJ[P]LULZZPLYL\ZLVMTV\SKZ
and temporary supports
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Structural Options
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

3

Masonry
Timber Frame
Steel Frame
Concrete
Cross Laminated Timber (CLT)
Lightweight Structural Steel Frame (such as Metsec)
Hybrid (Masonry block + timber)

Pros
• Quick to construct.
• Robust for all heights – no secondary strengthening
• (SSV^Z\ZLVMJVUJYL[LÅVVYZ
• *VZ[ILULÄ[ILJVTLZTVYLHWWHYLU[^OLUHYJOP[LJ[\YHSMLH[\YLZHYLWHY[
of design
• Does not require specialist contractors
Cons
• Not so compatible with Passive House Design -problems with cold
bridging
• 9LX\PYLZHKKP[PVUHSÄYLWYV[LJ[PVU
• 5V[JVZ[LќLJ[P]LILSV^Z[VYL`Z

5

Pros
• Quick to construct.
• 4HPUJVTWVULU[ZJHUILTHU\MHJ[\YLKHUKJVUZ[Y\J[LKVќZP[L
• Improved airtightness and lower thermal bridging.
• Can work well with traditional elements to form hybrid structure (see
below )
Cons
• Relatively new form of construction in UK.
• Services need to be careful considered before
THU\MHJ[\YLKPѝJ\S[[VHKHW[VUJLPUZ[HSSLK
• Heights above 5 storeys require special provision and strengthening
• Specialist contractor input required at early stage

07
Civil and Structural Strategies
:[Y\J[\YHS+LZPNU7OPSVZVWO`
Various potential options have been considered for the proposed
Z[Y\J[\YHSMVYTVM[OLI\PSKPUNZ>OLYL]LYWVZZPISLVќZP[LMHIYPJH[PVU
methods will be maximised and the external walls optimised for
LULYN`LѝJPLUJ`

6

Pros
• Quick to construct. Main components can be
THU\MHJ[\YLKHUKJVUZ[Y\J[LKVќZP[L
• 4HZVUY`ÅVVYZWVZZPISLTPUPTPZPUNÅVVYKLW[OZHUKWYV]PKLKPTWYV]LK
sound transmission performance.
• Robust for all heights – no secondary strengthening
Cons
• Not so compatible with Passive House Design - problems with cold
bridging
• Poor sound transmission
• Not suitable for large spans.
• Specialist contractor input required at early stage

7

Pros
• Common form of low to medium rise domestic
construction in Scotland.
• Allows maximization of timber frame ( see above pros) for higher buildings
whist minimizing potential shrinkage movements
Cons
• Shrinkage / interface details between masonry and timber need to be carefully considered and detailed.
• Suitable for 2 + 4 maximum - above this masonry components require
ÅL_\YHSZ[YLUN[OLUPUN
• Traditional construction required at close and lift shafts
• +PќLYLU[PHSTV]LTLU[IL[^LLU[PTILYMYHTLHUKTHZVUY`JSHKKPUNJHUIL
an issue above 12 metres height .
• Architectural features such as balconies overhangs etc. will require the addition of steel
• Fire risk during construction

It is likely that timber frame will be used extensively for buildings up
to 4 storeys and that taller structures will involve the use of steel
or concrete frame depending on architectural design in order to
achieve increased robustness and to minimise maintenance due to
excessive thermal movements.
-V\UKH[PVU+LZPNU
The general soils conditions are the site are known to comprise
deep alluvial river bed deposits with a relatively weak bearing
strength. The ground water table is anticipated at reasonable
shallow depth. Buried obstructions are expected to be encountered
from the remains of old industrial structures which previously
occupied the site. A site investigation has been planned to look at
these aspects in order to determine the most appropriate foundation
solution for each part the site.
A major constraint at the site exists in the form of the underground
Strathclyde Passenger Transport ( SPT) rail which traverses north to
south across the site.
Taller buildings (above 2 storeys) will be positioned with an
HWWYVWYPH[LZ[HUKVќKPZ[HUJLMYVT[OL[\UULS[VWYL]LU[KHTHNL
and will be supported on deep piling in order to transfer loadings
below the tunnel invert level.
It is proposed to position lower height structures closer or potentially
over the tunnel in order maximise the capacity of the site and these
will comprise raft or shallow footings which impose light pressures
and therefore avoid overloading the tunnel. An initial meeting has
been held with SPT regarding the tunnel and these will continue until
[OLKL[HPSLKKLZPNUOHZILLUÄUHSPZLK
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*P]PS,UNPULLYPUN+LZPNU7OPSVZVWO`
The site is currently serviced by the existing combined Scottish
>H[LYZL^LYZ`Z[LT^OPJOJHYYPLZIV[O[OLMV\SLў\LU[HUK
YHPU^H[LYY\UVќMYVT[OLZP[L[VKPZJOHYNL[V[OL:OLPSKOHSS
Sewerage Treatment Works.

        
   
 

    

The new development will have a separate drainage system which
will both attenuate and treat any surface water before it leaves the
site in accordance with the Sustainable Urban Drainage Manual.

  

 



Pluvial 1 in 200 year
Value
High : 43.5654
Low : 0.1


Water will be collected wherever possible at the surface via swales
and coordinated with the landscape proposals in order to maximise
the amenity value of the site.

© Crown Copyright and database right 2015. All rights reserved. OS Licence No. 100023379
You are not permitted to copy, sub-license or sell any of this data to third parties in any form. 05/12/2017

Development and Regeneration Services
231 George Street, Glasgow G1 1RX

Date: 05/12/2017

1 in 200 year Pluvial Flood Map

Scale: 1:2,500

Prepared By: C.Ferry

Treatment will be achieved by using a mixture of bio cell units for
public areas and porous paving in private hard-standing and carpark
areas.
Storage will be by means of underground tanks.
-SVVKPUN
(ÅVVKYPZRHZZLZZTLU[OHZPKLU[PÄLKHYLHZ^P[OPU[OLZP[LHKQHJLU[
[V[OL9P]LY*S`KL^OPJOHYLH[YPZRVMÅVVKPUNHUK[OLYLMVYLÅVVY
levels have been set at a minimum of 6.00m AOD in order to provide
adequate protection to the new properties.
-SVVKYV\[PUN^PSSLUHISLV]LYSHUKÅV^YV\[LZ[VKPZJOHYNLKPYLJ[S`[V
the River Clyde at times of severe rainfall events .

Fluvial 1 in 200 +cc
© Crown Copyright and database right 2015. All rights reserved. OS Licence No. 100023379
You are not permitted to copy, sub-license or sell any of this data to third parties in any form. 05/12/2017

Development and Regeneration Services
231 George Street, Glasgow G1 1RX

Date: 05/12/2017

1 in 200 year (plus Climate Change) Fluvial Flood Map

7V[LU[PHS*VU[HTPUH[PVU
;OLZP[LOHZILLUPKLU[PÄLKHZH[HOPNOYPZRMYVTZVPSJVU[HTPUH[PVU
due to its industrial past. A detailed environmental site investigation
is therefore been planned to determine the nature and conditions
of the soils at the site. The new development will incorporate
contamination remediation measures as appropriate based on the
results of this investigation.

Scale: 1:2,500

Prepared By: C.Ferry
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*LU[YHSPZLK!
e.g. district heating network fed by: CHP, gas boilers or water source heat pump

+LJLU[YHSPZLK!
e.g. gas combi-boiler or individual air source heat pumps or electric heating and hot water
Advantages
Individual occupiers have the freedom to change their fuel provider if they’re not happy with the
price or quality of service.
• 6JJ\WPLYZHYLUV[HќLJ[LKI`HU`MH\S[ZVYTHPU[LUHUJLV\[^P[O[OLPYK^LSSPUNZVYI\ZPULZZLZ
• 0UKP]PK\HSOVTLHUKI\ZPULZZV^ULYZTH`ILULÄ[MYVTÄUHUJPHSPUJLU[P]LZJOLTLZMVY
generating their own energy (technology dependant).
•

Disadvantages
• 0MIVPSLYZHYL\ZLKL]LY`K^LSSPUNHUKI\ZPULZZYLX\PYLZP[ZV^UNHZZ\WWS`HUKÅ\L
penetrating the thermal envelope.
• Home and business owners are responsible for the maintenance of their own equipment,
^OPJOTH`UV[Y\UHZLѝJPLU[S`V]LY[PTL
• Home and business occupiers are exposed to any noise or vibration generated by plant.
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Advantages
• *LU[YHSWSHU[TH`ILZPaLKVUHKP]LYZPÄLKWLHRSVHKMVY[OLKL]LSVWTLU[YLZ\S[PUNPUH
reduced plant size when compared to the sum of decentralised heat generators.
• The central plant is managed and maintained by an agent to ensure equipment is always in full
^VYRPUNVYKLYHUK[OLLѝJPLUJ`PZTH_PTPZLK
• 3HYNLJLU[YHSWSHU[JHUVM[LUY\UTVYLLѝJPLU[S`[OHUU\TLYV\ZZTHSSVULZPULHJOK^LSSPUNVY
business.
Disadvantages
To ensure a secure and resilient supply of heat, a back-up heat source should be provided
(additional capital and maintenance costs as well as spatial requirements).
• 0M[OLYL»ZHMH\S[^P[O[OLOLH[UL[^VYR[OLUHSSOVTLHUKI\ZPULZZVJJ\WPLYZTH`ILHќLJ[LK
• +PZ[YPI\[PUN[OLYTHSLULYN`SVUNKPZ[HUJLZYLZ\S[ZPUTVYLOLH[SVZZLZYLK\JPUN[OLLѝJPLUJ`
of the system.
• Metering and billing can often be more complex, with occupiers having concerns with being
locked into a long-term contract.
•
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A preliminary feasibility study was undertaken to establish the
optimum energy strategy solution for Phase 1 of the development.
Within this study, consideration was given to various centralised and
decentralised options for providing space heating and domestic
hot water to individual dwellings and commercial units to assist in
achieving the energy and carbon dioxide emissions targets within
UH[PVUHSHUKSVJHSSLNPZSH[PVU6WWVZP[LPZHUV]LY]PL^VMILULÄ[ZHUK
drawbacks for each type of system.
>H[LY:V\YJL/LH[7\TW
The preliminary feasibility study also included an assessment into
the viability of using a water source heat pump to deliver low carbon
space heating and hot water to homes and businesses via a local
district heating network. A heat pump is a device for transporting
heat from an area of lower temperature (heat source) to an area of
higher temperature, working in the opposite direction as the natural
ÅV^VMOLH[(OLH[W\TWHJOPL]LZ[OPZI`TLHUZVMHYLMYPNLYH[PVU
(vapour compression) cycle, where the output energy is greater than
the energy required to drive the cycle. Situated on the banks of the
Clyde, a water source heat pump could extract thermal energy from
the river to serve the Water Row development.
Local environmental agencies stipulate allowable abstraction rates
and discharge temperatures to minimise the ecological impact of
WSHP installation on bodies of water. For example, in Scotland,
SLNPZSH[PVUKPJ[H[LZ[OH[[OLTH_PT\T[LTWLYH[\YLKPќLYLUJLH[[OL
end of the mixing zone (an area which takes natural dilution into
account) should not exceed 2°C in the most sensitive cases, 3°C if
less sensitive.
To aid in assessing the viability of a WSHP, the thermal energy
demand (for space heating and hot water) for the residential and
commercial spaces was established. The preliminary energy
demand was calculated to be 940 MWh per annum, with a peak
load of around 3,500 kW, a considerably low demand thanks to
[OLMHIYPJÄYZ[HWWYVHJOHKVW[LKMVY[OLZP[L(SILP[[LJOUPJHSS`
feasible, the capital expenditure of a WSHP (coupled with a heat
UL[^VYRTH`UV[IL[OLTVZ[JVZ[LќLJ[P]LZVS\[PVUMVY7OHZLVM
this project. As the designs develop, the feasibility will be checked
[VJVUÄYT[OPZ^P[OJVUZPKLYH[PVUNP]LU[V[OL]PHIPSP[`VM\ZPUNH
WSHP as part of the wider masterplan network.
p 95

;OLMVSSV^PUNZ[YH[LNPLZ^LYLPU]LZ[PNH[LKMVY>H[LY9V^

Option

Fabric

Ventilation

Heating

Renewables

Energy
Demand

Gold Hybrid

Double
glazed
windows

Decentralised
Mechanical
Extract
Ventilation
(dMEV)

Space Heating:
Combi boiler

3no
photovoltaic
panels per
dwelling

30-40
kWh/m2

Triple glazed
Gold Level
(Meets all Gold windows
Level Aspects)
Air
permeability
rate 3.0 m/
h m@50Pa

MVHR (ground
only), dMEV to
&&.**!+3))+,

Space Heating:
Combi boiler

3no
photovoltaic
panels per
dwelling

20-30
kWh/m2

Passive
House
(Meets all Gold
Level 1, along
with Silver
Level Aspects
4-8)

MVHR

None

15 kWh/m2

(Gold Level
Aspect 1 +
Silver Aspects 2
to 8)

Gold Hybrid
Plus approaching
Passive
House
(Gold Level
Aspects 1 +
2 and Silver
Aspects 3 to
8, fabric
proposals to
align with
Passive
House
principals)

Air
permeability
rate 4.0-5.0
m/h/
m@50Pa

Triple glazed
windows

Water Heating:
Combi boiler

Water Heating:
Sunamp DC
heat battery

Space Heating:
Combi boiler

(improved uvalues,
airtightness
and thermal
bridging)

Water Heating:
Combi boiler

Air
permeability
rate 0.6 ac/
h

Space Heating:
Direct electric

Triple glazed
windows
(improved uvalues and
thermal
bridging)

Air
permeability
rate ~3.0
m/h/
m@50Pa

or

Water Heating:
Sunamp DC
heat battery
MVHR

Space
Heating:
Air Source
Heat Pump
Water
Heating:
Air Source
Heat Pump
or
Space
Heating:
Direct electric
Water
Heating:

Sunamp DC
heat battery
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-VYT/LH[H-HJ[VY$
/LH[SVZZHYLH[YLH[LKÅVVYHYLH

3no
photovoltaic
panels per
dwelling

1-2no
photovoltaic
panels per
dwelling

3-4no
photovoltaic
panels per
dwelling

20-30
kWh/m2

7YLMLYYLK
HWWYVHJO
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.SHZNV^*P[`*V\UJPS:\Z[HPUHIPSP[`:[H[LTLU[
DRS have circulated the following options which can be considered
in order to achieve compliance with SG5: Resource Management:
6W[PVU!.VSK/`IYPK

(Achieve Gold Aspect 1, along with Silver Level Aspects 2-8

6W[PVU!5LHYS`ALYV,TPZZPVUZ

(Achieve Passive House with Gold Aspect 1, along with Silver Level Aspects 4-8

6W[PVU!5L[ALYV*HYIVU

(Achieve Platinum Aspect 1, along with Silver Level Aspects 2-8)

6W[PVU!.VSK/`IYPK7S\ZHWWYVHJOPUN7HZZP]L/V\ZL

(Achieving Gold Level Aspects 1 + 2 and Silver Aspects 3 to 8, fabric proposals to
align with Passive House principals

Following the preliminary feasibility study to establish the optimum
LULYN`Z[YH[LN`ZVS\[PVU[OLVW[PVU[VNVVќNHZNYPK^HZUV[LK
as the preferred approach, whilst looking to the future of local /
community renewables supported by the Electricity grid.
In order to achieve compliance with SG5, Option 4: Gold Hybrid
7S\ZHWWYVHJOPUN7HZZP]L/V\ZL^HZPKLU[PÄLKHZ[OLILZ[VW[PVU
[VTLL[Z[OLULLKZVM[OLWYVWVZLKTHZ[LYWSHU;OPZPZHMHIYPJÄYZ[
approach which currently aligns with Passive House principles, the
THPUKPќLYLUJLILPUNPU[OLHPY[PNO[ULZZYLX\PYLTLU[Z*\YYLU[S`
one of the biggest concerns for industry is achieving the air
tightness levels of Passive House. Taking cognisance of this the
approach, option 4 targets a level of airtightness which contractors
are comfortable with (approx. 3m3/m2hr).
Passive House principles - http://www.whatgreenhom.com

/LH[PUNULLKWLY\UP[ÅVVYHYLH

In terms of the ventilation strategy, Mechanical Ventilation with
Heat Recovery (MVHR) is recognised as being most suited to
meeting the requirements of option 4. Other than health, comfort
HUKLULYN`ZH]PUNZV[OLYILULÄ[ZVM4=/9PUJS\KLILPUNHISL
to accommodated greater levels of air tightness. Alternative
approaches such as De-Centralised Mechanical Extract (DMEV) are
SLZZÅL_PISLPM+4,=^HZPUZ[HSSLKHPYSLHRHNLT\Z[ILUVIL[[LY
than 3m3/m2hr.
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Water Row, Govan
Preliminary Master Plan Estimated Development Costs
2.00

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

2.01

Synopsis of the Cost Estimate
Brown + Wallace have appraised the initial newbuild proposals, and these are summarised below:Summary of Estimated Development Costs

Total

Land Acquisition
Construction Costs
Project Team Fees
Development Costs
Risk Allowance
Inflation Estimate
VAT

£ 1,193,700
£ 45,855,700
£ 2,762,400
£
616,600
£ 5,042,900
£
£ 1,378,700

Estimated Development Costs

£ 56,850,000

The
above costs
areare
exclusive
All construction
costs
exclusive of
of VAT:
VAT: refer Section 4.10.
Refer to Section 4.10 within Part B Appendices

Ref: CMD/KK/DB/2587/Cost Report
July 2018
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Brown + Wallace

07
Cost Summary
Please refer to Part B Appendices for full details of the Preliminary
0DVWHUSODQ(VWLPDWHG'HYHORSPHQW&RVWVSUHSDUHGE\%URZQ:DOODFH

Brown + Wallace were appointed to undertake an assessment of
total development costs associated with proposals for the Water
Row site in Govan.
WATER ROW, GOVAN

PRELIMINARY MASTER PLAN
ESTIMATED DEVELOPMENT COSTS
FOR

The estimated total development costs was based on the delivery of
200 residential units:
159 Nr 2B 4P Flats
8 Nr1B2P Flats
14 Nr 2B 3P Flats
12 Nr 3B 6P Terrace Houses
7 Nr 5B10P Town Houses
Along with 23 Nr commercial units totalling 3400m2 GiFA, together
with associated site development, infrastructure and servicing.
The development is envisaged to be carried out in phases.

JULY 2018

Anticipated costs reported are based on current pricing levels
8^P[OUVM\[\YL[LUKLYWYPJLPUÅH[PVUHSSV^HUJLZ
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07
Business Case
David Cook, of Cook Creative, was engaged by Collective
Architecture to consider, as part of the wider masterplan phase,
approaches to the development of commercial spaces within the
Water Row redevelopment.
The following outlines a summary of initial aims and opportunities for
the proposed non-residential spaces at Water Row.
For full details of the report prepared by Cook Creative please refer
to appendix, section 09.
(PTZHUKVWWVY[\UP[PLZMVY[OLWYVWVZLKUVUYLZPKLU[PHS
ZWHJLZH[>H[LY9V^
The non-residential spaces at Water Row should:
•
•
•
•
•

Activate the streets both during the daytime and at night
Anchor facilities and jobs in Water Row to create a sense of community (and
build on the existing sense of community) rather than just creating a housing
estate
Integrate the new economic and social activity into the established activity in
the area
Help to create a new, positive and diverse place
Be developed and operated in such a way as to act as a model for future
development elsewhere in the city and across Scotland

Opportunities
YOU CAN COOK organises cookery classes, demonstrations and workshops on nutrition and food related issues all over
Scotland.

The Water Row site and the aims and ambitions for the establishment of a
new model for similar developments, suggest a number of advantages and
opportunities for commercial and social activities:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The proximity to the River Clyde, and potential for water-based activities
Attracting enterprises from elsewhere in the city
Encouraging new enterprises to start from the local community and beyond
Linking new economic and social activity with the local community
Growing a community of sustainable micro (less than 10 employee)
enterprises and social enterprises, which are less dependant on the external
economic cycle (the opposite of the inward investment model)
Building in a genuine empowerment of the local community (as opposed to
just ‘consultation’)
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Phasing

6W[PVU
Phase 1
Total unit

101 units

Commercial

1500sqm

Phase 2
Total unit

72 units

Commercial

1500sqm

Phase 3
Total unit

27 units

Commercial

550sqm

7YVZ
•

Facilitates access to Govan Old and Govan Old Campus
proposals

•

Completes the River edge and re-establishes connection
to the RIver.

*VUZ
Phase 3

•

Requires unrestricted access to phase 1 area in order to
carry out a full site investigation.

•

Co-ordination required with bridge team over delivery time
frame for the new bridge landing.
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07
Phasing

6W[PVU
Phase 1
Total unit 7

2 units

Commercial

1500sqm

Phase 2
Total unit

101 units

Commercial

1500sqm

Phase 3
Total unit

27 units

Commercial

550sqm

7YVZ
•

Phased Site Investigation could commence, does not rely on
M\SSHJJLZZ[VHYLHPKLU[PÄLKPUWOHZL

•

9LKLÄULZ.V]HU*YVZZHUKYLLZ[HISPZOLZJOHYHJ[LYVM
Water Row in part for bridge landing.
*VUZ

•
Phase 3

Co-ordination required with bridge team over delivery time
frame for the new bridge landing.

•

Requires unrestricted access to phase 1 area in order to
carry out a full site investigation.

•

Existing utilities will require to be diverted - extent/costs for
diversions unknown.

•

Removes car park with displacement issues to be managed.

•

Bridge landing environment incomplete.
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Phasing

6W[PVU
Phase 1
Total unit

123 units

Commercial

2150sqm

Phase 2
Total unit

45 units

Commercial

850sqm

Phase 3
Total unit

27 units

Commercial

550sqm

7YVZ
•

Delivers integrated arrival point at new bridge landing.
Establishing the new character of Water Row.
*VUZ

•

Co-ordination required with bridge team over delivery time
frame for the new bridge landing.

•
Phase 3

Existing utilities will require to be diverted - extent/costs for
diversions unknown.

•

Requires unrestricted access for site investigations.
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Recommendations
Next Steps
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08
Next Steps
The following next steps and future work is required to progress the
masterplan as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Full site investigation to be completed.
Seek Planning Permission in Principle based on recommended
Masterplan layout.
Develop and agree Phasing Strategy.
Further meetings with Planning and Roads to review proposed
Masterplan layout.
Further meetings with Govan-Partick Bridge Design Team to
review and integrate proposals.
Present to Glasgow Urban Design Panel.
Develop a City wide strategy in association with the Showmen’s
Guild for future planning and development.
Glasgow City Council to continue to liaise with Showpeople
families to identify suitable alternative sites and future relocation.
Develop Art Strategy.
Develop Business Plan and Commercial Viability Study.
Review housing mix with Govan Housing Association
Consider future meetings and integration with existing Govan
Saturday Market
Consider future meetings and integration with Govan Old
Transport Strategy to review impact of increased footfall with
new bridge and parking displacement.
Appoint Phase 1 design team
Govan Housing Association to review site acquisition with
Glasgow City Council.
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